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Leaving a Legacy Through
Your Will

A planned gift makes a perpetual statement about your
 dedication to MSM-UMR. While many may not be

able to establish an endowment today, they find that they
are able to leave a significant legacy to the university
through a planned gift, such as a bequest, life income
gift, or life insurance. By making a planned gift, you show
your loyalty to an institution that has played a significant
role in shaping your future. For more information about
giving a planned gift, contact Judy Cavender at 573-341-
6090 or e-mail her at judyc@umr.edu.

Parris Studying Charge
Transport in Polymers

UMR Physics’ Chair Paul Parris’s research into how
electrical charge moves through organic materials
could lead to improved flat-screen computer

displays, credit card-sized smart cards, and the development
of other applications in the rapidly-growing field of plastic
electronics. Parris recently received a $150,000 grant from
the National Science Foundation for a theoretical study on
“Quasiparticle Transport in Organic Materials: Vibrational
and Static Disorder, Nanoscale Confinement, and Quantum
Effects.”  One of the biggest current uses of materials of this
type are molecularly-doped polymers used in copying
machines and laser printers. Closely related materials will
appear in new light-emitting devices, like computer screens.
  Parris is studying how charge transport in these devices is
related to basic properties of the polymer material they're
made from. “Typical polymers are disordered”, Parris says.
By understanding this disorder, researchers can predict
electrical properties and aid in the design of new devices.
“Our goal is the fundamental physics of the process,” Parris
says. As a charge moves through a polymer, it is attracted to
molecules in the polymer and causes them to distort, much
like a bowling ball rolling across a mattress distorts the
springs of a mattress as it crosses. Along with physics
graduate student Alex Silvius (BS ‘00) Parris is studying
this “polaron”, which he says is “the combination of the
charge carrier and the distortion around it.”
 Inorganic materials like silicon are widely used in electronics
and computer equipment. Parris’s research focuses on the
growing field of organic electronics. “People are finding that
ultra-pure organics can conduct charge as well as many
inorganic semiconductors,” he says.
  Parris’s research group is currently gearing up for the early
stages of the research, analyzing recent experiments. “There
are fundamental things we don't know about charge
transport in organics,” Parris says. “By studying the most
recent experiments we isolate different physical effects that
occur when charge moves through these systems.”
    Parris’s research is part of a collaborative three-year, project
with researchers from the University of New Mexico,  funded
by the National Science Foundation at a combined level of
$500,000.

Congratulations to UMR's
2001 Physics

Degree Recipients!

May 2001

Bachelor of Science

Banning Bozarth
Brian Ray Fuller

Orion P. Grimmer
Brett Michael Maune

Sean Aaron McKinney
Curtis Steven Stratman

Matthew Forrest Strobel
Joshua James Zirbel

Professional Degree

Thomas Gaylord

December 2001

Bachelor of Science

Dominic Anton Adam Biava
John Randolph Weirich

Ryan Major Rule

Master of Science

Brian Christopher Polis

Doctor of Philosophy

Gabor Balazsi
George Jay Doster

Professional Degree

Donald Lee Packwood


